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Danielle Hughes
Spiritual Guidance Within

Danielle is a published author,
health and wellness advocate and
has a passion for learning and
teaching holis c techniques. She
also has a background in health care

as respiratory therapist with over 4 years experience in
the field of sleep and sleep therapies.

Marilyn Helmer
Sanctuary

Marilyn is the award-winning author
of many children's books including
picture books, early chapters, retold
fairy tales, riddle books and novels.

Her short stories, poetry and ar cles have appeared in
numerous children's magazines and anthologies in
Canada and the United States and her penchant for
entering wri ng contests has resulted in success with
short adult fic on as well. You can visit her website at
www.marilynhelmer.com.
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Build Your Mind-Muscle Connection

Amanda started her career in the
corporate world working as a health
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quickly learned that the environment

wasn't for her, and wanted to expand her vision. It is

confident and strong, and to be who they are and find
out the truth about themselves to produce true change
in their life. She would love to help you create the best
version of yourself on your own Journey to Greatness!

Alan Green
How Past Life & Spiritual Journeys
Help Heal and Empower Your Life

Allan has been a Master Past Life &
Spiritual Journey Facilitator since
1982. Both experiences can help guide

you toward a more  peaceful, loving, harmonious,
empowering, self-determining,  and fulfilling life. With
over 36 years of experience and 30,000 individual
journeys with people, he has much to share. For more

Jill Michelle
Dear Angels

with angels for most of her life. She is
an angel reader and channels healing
light to her clients. She has been

phone for over 15 years. Jill's passion is to help people
release issues and blockages, propelling them forward on
their spiritual journey and bringing love peace and joy

www.jillmichelle.ca.

Christine Nightingale
Spirit Babies

with clients, she would get very clear
messages from their miscarried or not
yet conceived babies. Her speciality

for making it easier. She has worked with over 400
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Clay is a 58 year old father of two living
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oldest sister and his daughter all struggle with mood
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speaking to middle school and high school students and

Julia Petrisor
Empowered Healing

Julia has always had a knack for keeping

work life is no different! A steadily
working freelance ghostwriter and

David Rankine
The Garden: The Building of Sacred
Space and Sacred Self

and teaching, David explores the nature

in the development of consciousness and search for self.
David lectures on medieval sacred art and sacred
geometry, and his work with mandalas (both graphic and
sonic) as a healing tool has been recognized in a number

Catherine Robertson
e-interview: Elanne & Ivy Designs

wife and mother who lives with her
husband Stuart and their two children
in Guelph. Catherine is a busy mom,
homeschooling her kids and managing

Canadian Parents and Today’s Parent
magazines, Catherine has enjoyed a career as a food. Her

rewarding and fulfilling. She can be found on her blog:

Susan Stewart
Yoga: Helping to Manage Stress for
Over 3,000 Years

Susan has been teaching  gentle yoga

along with Cranio Sacral Therapy, Reiki

Sandra Wilson
My Adventure Called Life
The Story Behind the Story

Sandra is a writer, educator, and
amateur photographer. With a
Bachelor of Arts in English and History,
much of her work includes historic

trained to take portraits at Sears Portrait Studio, Sandra
prefers to capture nature with her camera. Her passion
is to help people learn, laugh and be inspired. For more



PUBLISHER’S PONDERINGS

Having the luxury of two weeks’ vacation this past month has gifted
me with many things, including time to relax, time to play, time to
ponder. And I did those things, often! In so doing, I found a balance
between work (especially my work in regard to One Thousand Trees,
which is so important to me) and taking time to simply enjoy the
people, places and things around me. I found my own sacred space.

The transformation of my backyard was a highlight, for sure. Trusting
another individual to make such a drastic change in my own personal

space was easier for me than I (a self-proclaimed perfectionist!) thought it would be. And I couldn’t be
happier with the results. I spend a lot of time in nature, because it inspires and rejuvenates me. Now, I
have my own private sanctuary, right outside my door. Thank you, David Rankine!

As I look ahead to August, I am filled with anticipation about many projects to come. The project nearest
and dearest to my heart is Metamorphosis, my upcoming book about emotional abuse. If you are
interested in being a part of this project (anonymously), please contact me for information.

Another project I am passionate about is Roots & Wings (mental health awareness and empowerment
and creativity). I am in a stage of discernment as to exactly what that project will look like ... so this is
something that interests you, I’d love to hear from you!

As I put the finishing touches on this magazine last night, I felt incredibly grateful, not only for the
blessings and opportunities in this life, and for all the amazing people I have come to know. Several of
those people have written articles this month, and I thank them all.

May you find, and live well, in your own sacred space.

with gratitude,

Lisa



THE GARDEN: THE BUILDING OF
SACRED SPACE AND SACRED SELF

by David Rankine

Any task can be regarded as a spiritual
practice. Engaging in or regarding any
task as a creative task is all important
in this process whether it be washing
the dishes, vacuuming the rugs or
building a garden using stone, bricks
and cement. Part of what makes a
chore a spiritual practice is the intent
behind it. That intent is really at its
most basic level a sense of openness
to engage in an act – any act, in a
mindful way. In being mindful about
the common everyday things we do,
we engage ourselves and in engaging
ourselves we experience the sweet-
ness of the moment, the exquisite
pleasure of small actions, hearing our
own thoughts and facing the power of
our own creativity. Our engagement
with self IS spiritual practice.

It is with this idea in mind that I
approached the actual construction of
Lisa’s garden. The design was fairly
easy to come up with as it was like
creating one of my own paintings or
henna designs, but I was very aware
that I wanted the garden to be
something that was to be engaged
with, not just looked at. The two-
dimensional plan was quickly turned
into a three-dimensional space
without measuring; that is to say I
‘eye-balled’ it and stayed true to my
own design philosophy that my body

and mind would instinctively know the
correct curves and proportions
needed. The physical structure of the
garden represents a  3-dimensional
container – a space, a sacred space if
you will that was waiting to be
activated and propelled into the
fourth dimension (time). Within hours
of the first paths being marked and the
grass being lifted, the sacred space
came alive with the arrival of many
species of song birds. It was as if they
sensed the opening of a safe space
within which they could just be. I am
sure the sudden unearthing of grubs
and other insects added to the
attraction! At this time, just several
days into a five-week process, the
sacred space was pretty much still an
idea, unmanifested, yet already these
creatures could sense what was
coming.

The arrival of the birds was
unexpected, but my intention had
been that the fourth dimension would
be engaged through the owner (and
visitors) moving through the garden,
walking the paths, pausing at different
levels surrounded by shrubs and trees,
songbirds and butterflies. Through its
use combined with changing light,
weather conditions, smells, ever-
changing thoughts and feelings, pace
of movement etc, the garden would
become a co-creative, living thing, a
container that is re-created moment
by moment, use by use. Indeed this
ever-changing use, and experience, of

the garden is matched by a trans-
formative experience within the user.

With only one straight line within the
garden, it invites the user into a space
that mirrors natural forms in nature —
the shapes of sand dunes, waves and
clouds, currents and eddies of air and
above all the ever-expanding or
diminishing radii of curves in nature.
These same natural forms appear in
our own bodies, so the use of these
same forms in the garden has the
effect of entraining the mind and body
into a comfortable and familiar space.
It is a garden design that is never the
same twice because it will never be
engaged in the same way twice. In
essence, it is a processor constructed
of stone and plants — a sacred space,
a space within which to engage the
spiritual.

Physicality of construction and
the spiritual encounter within

Well thought-out intentions and
design are one thing, but what really
surprised me was the effect it had
upon me as the designer and builder.
I had barely given thought to the idea
that the process of construction would
change me — in a physical way but
also in a spiritual way.

I have often stated, in teaching art
workshops about mandalas, that the
best tools are the ones we create
ourselves. The tools we create
ourselves then become part of the
whole process of spiritual practice.
Who we are before we make the tool
and who we are when finished are
never the same. Physically I was not
the same person as when I started.

I cannot say that any part of the
construction was easy. It was
physically demanding, especially on a
59 year old body that was not used to
hauling 150lb pavers and slabs of
flagstone around. I was not used to
using a pick axe and spade for hours
on end. I ached, I groaned and
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sweated, but I discovered that I
enjoyed it. I did not enjoy the heat but
got around that by starting early in the
morning.  As an artist and musician, I
live very much in my head and heart,
and as the garden grew so did my own
sense of physicality. The return of my
physicality (and weight loss!) brought
me back into balance as the
harmonious triad of the body/
mind/soul system was established. All
of a sudden I felt whole and THAT was
in itself a very spiritual event.

The very construction of this garden
changed me in other spiritual ways. I
was very aware of how engaged I was
in using the materials. The ‘building’
of sacred space gave me a sense of
purpose at a time when I was faced
with the frustration of family medical
issues and my inability to do much to
alter the situations.

At times this frustration has been quit
immobilizing and tainted other areas
of my life with a fatalistic outlook. I
love Winston Churchill’s quote
regarding bad times: “When you find
yourself in hell, keep moving.” I would
change that to: “When you find
yourself in hell, create!”  I can easily
suggest this to others but, as is often
the case, I forget that I can apply it to
myself.

This “creation as therapeutic process”
also caught me by surprise. I was not
just building a garden for someone
else, I was healing myself and
changing myself and finding within the
work (the action), the spirituality
within creation.

I have often seen this process in action
in others and within myself (creating
art or music) but did not think it would
happen on such a large scale, and the
changes within me seemed to be on a
large scale. Within the process of
construction, I once again encoun-
tered my sacred self.

Heightened Awareness

In the two weeks that have passed
since the end of construction, I have
returned to painting and the creative
flow is quite exhilarating. I moved
from large scale creation (sculpture if
you will) using stone and cement to
the intense detailing of my own art
creations. What has stood in this move
from macro to micro is that in both
levels of scale, I am still creating sacred
space for the heart, body and mind
(my heart, body and mind), and I am
very aware that the by-product of this
process of creation resonates loudly
with the observer of the process or
the purchaser of the art or the owner
of the garden.

I am so pleased that, right from the
start, Lisa could see it for what it is...a
vast processor and labyrinth of
another kind. It is sacred space
organized and manifested, built,
engaged and co-created moment to
moment. I will forever be grateful for
the opportunity to exercise my
philosophy on such a large scale, and I
appreciate Lisa’s trust in my creative
process.

E-INTERVIEW: 
CATHERINE ROBERTSON
ELANNE & IVY DESIGNS

I first met Catherine Robertson when
she called me, as a result of referral, to
talk about publishing. I was so excited
to learn about her amazing jewellery
... and I became hooked, instantly! I
am so happy to be able to spread the
word about this amazing small
business!

How long have you been making
jewellery?

Nearly 25 years though I honestly
cannot believe it’s been that long!

What got you started?

I just love beads and shiny things! I tell
people I must be part Magpie! When I
moved to Toronto in 1995 and started
visiting the bead-stores along Queen
St. West, I found so much inspiration
there. I knew that making jewellery
would be a lifelong passion.

What is your background?

My degree is in Cultural Anthropology
and I have a Certificate in Business
Communications. I have done many
different jobs ranging from prep-cook
to historical interpreter, to civil servant
and everything in between. I have also
done a lot of food-writing and
written parenting articles for Canadian
Parents and Today’s Parent.
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What is your favourite part about
running your business?

I love my customers, and all the
friends I’ve met through Elanne & Ivy.
I am also thrilled that I can work from
my home.

What are your challenges?

Juggling working from home with
home-schooling my kids and being
a busy mom. It’s difficult to find the
perfect work-life balance when they
are all so intertwined.

How/why do you personally find
fulfillment in your business?

My jewellery brings joy to many
people, and I genuinely love my
customers.

What other interests or activities are
you involved in?

I love animals and gardening. Cooking
and re-purposing furniture are also
passions of mine. Basically, anything
and everything creative.

Where can people purchase your
products?

I sell mainly through Facebook
(www.facebook.com/elanneivy) but I
also sell at a variety of local artisan
shows, sometimes in stores and from
my home studio as well.

SPIRITUAL PRACTICES
AND SPIRIT BABIES

by Christine Nightingale

A woman who is seeing a (male)
therapist about the unexpected
terrible aftermath of having a
termination told me that her therapist
is advising her to get over it, it’s no big
deal. He is showing her videos about,
supposedly, Neil de Grasse Tyson
saying human life is all an accident.

Neil Degrasse Tyson is a brilliant
astronomer, and I have never read
anything by him that indicates he does
not believe in the spirituality of life.
Quite the opposite. And if he has said
that somewhere, I do not have to
agree with him!

My own experiences with angels and
past life memories started when I was
a baby. Yet growing up in a
materialistic culture (with an agnostic
father and a never-talk -about
important things type of mother), I
shut down (talking about these
experiences) at age 5. I learned to
keep all that inside for years...until I
was 46 and took Reiki, which was
immediately followed by my receiving
messages from the deceased relatives
of the people who came to me for
help.

Reiki is not particularly mysterious.
Every loving mother knows the
phenomenon of a child with a minor
injury running to her to kiss it better.

Every good friend knows that a hug
can be better than any words when
comfort is needed. And the loving
touch really does heal, with the simple
intent to heal leading to a transfer of
warm energy.

But a big part of my spiritual re-
awakening came when I realised that
the medical establishment was worse
than useless at the time of the
miscarriage of my first baby, when I
was looking for answers that made
sense.

My own spirit baby comforted   me
when I was carrying him (in my next
pregnancy) by giving me the sign I
asked for. He came to me in a dream,
running toward me in a field of
flowers. This reassured me as nothing
else could have.

It’s so tiresome when people who
should know better (counselors who
deal with the indomitable human
spirit, and doctors who deal with the
miraculous human body) refuse to
understand that we are more than
physical  accidents of evolution. We
are much more!

Above all, we are spiritual beings,
living on a planet which in itself is a
major miracle, a self-sustaining system
which despite human interference
(over the last 200 years especially),
manages to provide for most of her
plant, animal and human children in a
marvelous way.

We are spiritual beings having a
human experience, and not the only
one...one of many. Mama Nature does
not waste souls.

A lot of people choose to believe in a
ferocious, hate-filled, judgemental old
white man in the sky. They even
invoke supposed eternal punishment
on distressed young women who do
not feel themselves able to carry a
child to term because of a
combination of factors, often including
lack of partner support.
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Personally I feel much better about
believing, as the indigenous peoples
on every continent have always done,
in Mother Earth, Mother Ocean, and
Mother Moon, who love all their
children.

As to the mind-boggling part of what
we are doing to ourselves, here are
some of the stats. A generation ago 6%
of couples world -wide had fertility
issues. Now the figures are 17%! Why
is this not front page news?

My local paper, The Toronto Star, had
a feature article about how 50% of
men have a reduced sperm count.

Mother Nature is saying very clearly,
“You are destroying your only home,
this Garden of Eden planet, with all
your toxins and chemicals. You are also
destroying the human race.”

(Maybe the Garden of Eden myth is
actually a foretelling of human hubris,
believing ourselves too wise to obey
natural  laws, leading to our destroying
and thus casting ourselves out of the
garden we were given to live in.)

The majority of Spirit Babies want to
be part of the solution to our
environmental problems. I  see over
and over again that the New Children
(Rainbow, Star Seed, Crystal, Indigo),
whose task is  to soften people’s
hearts and change the world  into a
spiritual place again, need their
parents to go on a spiritual journey of
discovery. This is precisely why so
many mothers and fathers are now
reconnecting with the spiritual
awareness which humanity has so
recently let go of, and which we need
to invite back into all our lives.

EMPOWERED HEALING
by Julia Petrisor

My mother died at age 42, when I was
15 years old. While this event sent me
spinning, untethered, for many years,
now, 30 years after the fact, I feel
profound gratitude for her death. I
believe it was the catalyst that led me
to develop an entirely new under-
standing of health and healing, one in
which I feel empowered and whole.

What I’ve learned on this journey is
that our bodies are wise beyond what
we might ever imagine; indeed, while
we seek others to be our healers, in
truth, we are really the healers. Not
only do we have the choice of how to
respond to our health issues, we must
be our own advocates in the face of
collective and systemic beliefs about
what healthcare and healing are.
Doing so allows us to step into a new,
empowered way of seeing ourselves,
one in which we truly are our own
healers.

I must explain that by no means is my
intention to write an indictment of the
mainstream medical model or criticize
healing arts practitioners who choose
to call themselves “healers.” I have
always felt so blessed to be Canadian,
to have access to healthcare, and I
have deep respect for our healthcare
providers and the incredible service
they give. I also have great respect for
our healing arts practitioners and the
varying modalities of healing that
people offer.

Still, I believe there has long been a
disempowering undercurrent to the
way the mainstream medical system is
presented to people, that establishes
the doctors as the healers, and the
people as uninformed and ignorant of
their own bodies. And I’m not just
singling out doctors here; there are
certainly many healing arts practition-
ers who are willing to have individuals
trust them to “heal” them. This just
feeds a belief that doctors and healing
arts practitioners are doing the
“healing” for us, when in truth they
are just the guide, meant to help us
access our own innate healing
abilities.

My journey to understanding
empowered healing began when I
moved to B.C. at age 18. It was likely
no coincidence that I met open-
minded, alternative thinkers right
away. Also, having learned about
breast cancer after watching my
mother endure it, I understood
enough to know to avoid deodorants
containing aluminum, shampoos with
parabens and phthalates in them, and
to do my own breast self-exams
regularly. I was interested in a natural,
holistic, organic lifestyle, and set out
on that path.

Along the way, I studied nutrition and
herbs in my free time, fascinated by
the roles food and herbs play in our
health, and even more fascinated by
the fact that (at the time) most
doctors disregarded this relationship
entirely. I couldn’t believe there was
so much evidence of the relationship
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between how we eat and our health
that the mainstream system was
completely disregarding! Trusting my
new knowledge—as well as my
intuition—I began eating (and
continue to eat) an organic diet for the
most part, sourcing high-quality,
hormone-free and organic meat (soon
becoming vegetarian entirely),
exercised, and sought therapy when I
was struggling emotionally. What I was
really doing, even though there was
no one labelling it as such at the time,
was something I came to call
“preventive healing.” Instead of
waiting to get sick and be cured, I
actively sought to maintain a state of
good health.

My understanding of healing and
healer continued to grow and deepen
over the years. I learned about the
work of Louise Hay who, although not
the first to link how emotions affect
physical health, managed to write
about it in a way that was accessible
to a wide audience while also starting
to perforate mainstream messaging.

Now I had another layer to my
preventive health approach; managing
my emotions. Perhaps because of the
death of my mother, perhaps not, I
embarked on a spiritual journey. I
started practicing yoga and soon
developed a daily practice which I
maintained for over a decade. I went
to ecstatic dance events every chance
I could. I sat in ceremony with native
teachers and shamans and explored
plant medicines. Eventually, I began
meditating, and studying in the
Theravadan and Vipassana Buddhist
traditions.

Through these practices, I was able to
understand my emotions and
reactions in a clearer way. I knew, from
reading Louise Hay, that not only did I
have to eat well, exercise, and nourish
my body, I also had to pay attention to
my emotions, the messages my body
was sending me, and stay open to
spirit. I also knew that I did not want

resentments and angers to fester,
especially, as they contributed to
diseases like cancer or liver issues. This
understanding fueled my belief in my
body’s innate wisdom.

In early 2015, I discovered the
Quantum Healing Hypnosis Technique,
a profound hypnosis technique
developed by Dolores Cannon, and
this served to amplify my
understanding of the nature of health
and healing.

As I worked with more and more
clients, my belief that we are our own
healers began to reveal itself in a
tangible way. What was a belief
became a deep knowing for me as I
witnessed clients both allow their
bodies to guide them to a healing, or
disallow a healing. It was evident that
the client was in control, and I was
merely the conduit, there to help
them connect to their body’s wisdom.

I’ve encountered many people for
whom this belief, that we are our own
healers, triggers massive resistance.
After all, it’s so much easier to be a
victim in this world than to actually
take responsibility. It’s so much easier
to blame others than go within to see
how we can learn from these
situations. Still, when we take
responsibility for our lives, we become
empowered. From this place, we can
experience empowered healing.

As a hypnotist, knowing this has been
incredibly liberating. I am able to help
clients while also knowing full well
that I am no magician; indeed, I am
not a healer. Instead, I empower
clients to discover and connect with
their own source of infinite wellness
and wisdom locked within their
unique bodies and minds. I feel deeply
grateful to have found this work and
to be able to help others in this way. I
can’t help but wonder, would I have
ever found this had my mother not
died? Perhaps, perhaps not; the world
works in mysterious ways. All the

same, I bow in gratitude to the loss I
experienced at such a young age and
feel wonder and joy at the direction
my life has taken me since.

To learn more about QHHT or book a
session with Julia, please contact her

at jpetrisor@gmail.com,
or find her on MeetUp -

https://www.meetup.com/
Quantum-Healing-Hypnosis-QHHT-

Group-Regression/

* * *

SPIRITUAL NUTRITION: 
HOW THE FOODS YOU EAT AFFECT

YOUR MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT

In almost every culture, food has long
played a dual physical and spiritual
role, and with that, many rules have
been handed down. The Jewish
tradition forbids eating pork, the
Hindus forbid eating beef, and many
Native American tribes prohibit eating
foods that are not sacred. Conversely,
there are spiritual foods that bestow
spiritual power. Indigenous cere-
monies are often based on stringent
rules regarding what foods to serve.

Sometimes the remedy lies in what we
take in, and sometimes it’s dependent
upon what we leave out. The question
is, how do we know what to eat or
drink and what not to? This is the
domain of spiritual nutrition.

In the midst of too many (often
conflicting) choices, there is the still,
small voice within each of us that
knows the answer to our question. It’s
the voice of our intuitive selves, the
part of us that is innately connected to
our deepest truth and always attuned
to what we need in body, mind, and
soul. Our intuition reminds us to slow
down, listen, and pay attention to the
messages and signs that our bodies
are continuously delivering about
which spiritual foods are best for us in
any given moment. These messages
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can be transmitted in a variety of
ways, such as genuine hunger,
cravings, addictions, allergies, good
and bad moods, energy levels from
high to low, physical discomfort, and
pleasurable sensations. As you begin
to understand the subtleties of
spiritual nutrition, you will understand
what all of these signals mean, as
outlined below.

Food, Mood, And Mind

Cravings are important memos from
the body and are its way of telling us
about our emotional needs. They can
also provide clues as to the limiting
beliefs or negative self-talk that might
be contributing to an emotional upset,
whether that disruption is a minor,
temporary state or a chronic,
debilitating pattern. Cravings are tools
and guides in the discipline of spiritual
nutrition.

The food and feelings connections
outlined here can shed some light on
the interplay between certain
thoughts, feelings, and emotions that
may be seeking your attention.

The Emotional Messages Of Food

Using this list can help you begin to
perceive your cravings and food
choices through a lens of self-
acceptance, self-respect, and kindness
and make the shift to eating healthier,
spiritual foods as a result.

For instance, if you find that you’ve
primarily been eating crunchy foods,
such as popcorn, celery, and chips, you
might guess that you are angry. Take
some time to figure out what or who
you are angry with, and perhaps what
subtle energy boundaries you believe
have been violated or that you are
violating in others.

If your journal page is full of gooey,
sticky breadstuffs, you are probably
seeking comfort in all the wrong
places—in food instead of relation-

ships. By taking stock of your diet, you
can get in touch with your inner heart
and respond to your deeper needs in
more self-loving ways than literally
feeding your feelings, which is ideal
when living in alignment with the
tenets of spiritual nutrition. If you
change your attitude and behavior,
your food cravings and dietary habits
will also become healthier.

Crunchy foods: Anger. Crunchy foods
help us act out our anger in a safe way,
providing us an outlet so we don’t
have to deal with the people or
circumstances causing us to be angry.

Salty foods: Fear. We crave salty foods
because we want to have more “spice”
in our lives but are too scared to take
a risk.

High-gluten or wheat products:
Comfort and safety. What’s more
comforting than a warm cinnamon
roll, mashed potatoes, or a bowl of
pasta? Gluten products give us the
comfort and safety we need in a non-
threatening way. Has a cinnamon roll
ever rejected you?

Sugar: Excitement. When we can’t
provide excitement for ourselves,
sugar does it for us; if we’re unable to
allow someone else to share joy with
us, we can use sugar as a substitute
playmate.

Dairy (milk, ice cream, fatty
cheese): Love. Our first food was
milk—mother’s milk. Rich, sugary,
and/or fatty dairy products represent
the unconditional love we received—
or were supposed to receive—during
infancy. We crave dairy products and
foods when we desire unconditional
love and protection and can’t find it in
our everyday lives.

Chocolate: Sexual drive. We’re all
sensual, sexual beings. Eating
chocolate is a safe way to feel sensual
when our life lacks romance. It’s also
a substitute for the sex and physical

love we need but might be too
frightened to obtain.

Alcohol: Acceptance. If you don’t feel
accepted for who you really are, or
worse, if you were punished for being
yourself when you were young,
alcohol can provide the illusion of self-
acceptance. It can also protect you
from the perceived dangers of
intimacy. The sugar in alcohol can
serve as a substitute for excitement.
The corn in alcohol can buffer feelings
of failure, and grain alcohol can give us
the warm feelings we might lack in our
relationships.

Corn: Success. We all want to be and
to feel successful. Eating corn or corn
products can not only momentarily
imbue us with a sense of professional
success, but also cushion us from
deep-seated feelings of insecurity and
failure.

Fatty foods: Shame. Fatty foods hide
our internal shame. They also cocoon
us in a bubble of shame (fat) so we’re
safe from other people. After all,
letting someone in close might make
us feel even worse about ourselves.

The Mental Messages Of Food

The following are common limiting
beliefs and negative internal messages
related to certain foods, spiritual and
otherwise.

Crunchy foods: Anger causes trouble.
If someone is angry with me, they
don’t love me.

Salty foods: It’s dangerous to be
vibrant or enthusiastic. Being different
causes rejection. Girls don’t take risks.
It’s not safe to take risks.

High-gluten or wheat products: No
one will give me what I really need.
The world isn’t safe. I can’t rely on
anyone but myself for love or comfort.
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Sugar: It’s not okay (it’s evil) to have
fun. I don’t deserve to be joyful.

Dairy (milk, ice cream, or cheese): I
am unlovable. No one will ever love
me the way I really am. Love is
conditional.

Chocolate: Sex is bad. My sensuality is
dangerous.

Alcohol: People will hurt me if I show
who I really am. No one will accept my
true self.

Corn: Success leads to pride. I am a
failure. I will never succeed.

Fatty foods: I am a bad person. I don’t
deserve anything good. I am unworthy
of love.

This information will hopefully shine a
light on the unconscious beliefs that
might be active in your subtle energy
system and keeping you from moving
deeper into the practices of spiritual
nutrition.

The above article was reprinted from:
www.consciouslifestylemag.com/
spiritual-nutrition-food-vibration/

* * *

WHEN YOUR
NORMAL ISN’T THE NORM

by Sandra Wilson

I am reading a book about a
personality known as scanner. It has
been a wonderful read because it has
allowed me to understand myself
better.

I am the type of person that has 3
books on the go, watches two
television shows at the same time and
has numerous ongoing projects at
varying degrees of completeness. This
is not the easiest way to flow through
life created by society as ‘normal’.

Many people and situations prefer you
to start and finish something before
you begin something new. They like to
focus on one thing at a time and move
towards a goal of success in that one
thing. The jack-of-all- trades-but-
master-of-known persona is not
something people see with envy or
awe but rather with lack of respect.
People want to feel sorry for the
person who isn’t very good at anything
because they try so many things.
Society pushes us to pick a career and
pursue that until you are a master in
your field.

Scanners prefer to learn about many
things, they love to learn and discover
but do not need to master something
specific. Once their curiosity is satiated
they may just drop that subject and
move on to something else. I myself
will often take online courses that vary
widely in subject matter and often,
after about six months, I stop taking

courses in order to pursue another
interest. Many would see this as
scattered, someone who cannot
commit or will not settle down. But
this is not a personality type to be
seen as wrong or lacking. This is a
person with the love of discovery, the
enthusiasm to explore and the
wildness to run from one thing to the
next. These people are the inventors,
the creatives and the explorers.

The world needs to have the detail-
oriented experts; it needs the
organization and focus. But, it also
needs wildness, fun and spontaneity.
It isn’t for the scanners to change to be
‘normal’ but for the perception in
society to change to understand that
there are different types of normal
and each one brings its own brilliance
to the world.

* * *

SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE WITHIN
by Danielle Hughes

Seeking guidance from Spirit often
comes in the form of going to others.
At times, receiving messages from an
objective source can help shed light in
a situation where you are too close or
too caught up emotionally.  Often we
forget that the most profound
messages come from within us.
Intuition and guidance are available to
you at all times and that inner voice
will provide the most profound
messages.

In a time when we are always looking
outward for answers, it is easy to
forget how much wisdom we innately
hold.  Listening to that voice inside can
be difficult at first; it’s like working
with a new muscle. You have to
continue to build strength and as it
builds up you will be able to hear it
more clearly and trust that wisdom
that comes through.

Intuition Exercises are a great way to
help build that inner voice and your
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trust in that inner wisdom.  Here are
some of my favourite exercises to
build the inner voice:

Inner Eye Exercise

Sit quietly; relax your body and your
mind. Pay special attention to the
muscles around your forehead and
eyes…allow the muscles to melt away.
As thoughts come into your mind,
acknowledge them and then let them
go…imagine them flowing out with
your breathe. Focus your attention on
the centre of your forehead, with your
eyes closed. Imagine this is a chalk
board, a blank chalk board. Allow
yourself to create the image of an eye.
Have fun with this, you can make it
plain or as elaborate as an eye of
Horus. Focus on the eye, allow the eye
to become clearer and clearer. Hold
the image as long as you can. Do this
exercise once a day for a week.

Inner Eye Part 2

Begin the same as with Inner Eye 1…
See your Inner Eye…now focus on
allowing that eye to open. Imagine the
eye lid lifting little by little until it is
fully open. Congratulations! You have
now connected to your Intuition! Keep
working with this, Do this exercise
before any healing work to help open
your intuition. As you work with it
more and more, it will open quicker
and quicker until this exercise will
occur in just a few seconds.

Colour Countdown

This exercise is to be done daily. It is a
meditation practice that will help to
increase your visualization. Sit or lay
comfortably. Close your eyes, take 10
deep cleansing breaths, count down
from 10 to 1 to clear your mind and
relax your body. With eyes closed
focus on your forehead ( your inner
eye), see a blank chalk board. Visualize
the number 7 now visualize a red 7,
wipe the chalk board clean and then
countdown to 1 following the colours

of the chakras. Red-orange-yellow-
green-blue-indigo-purple. This is best
done daily until you are comfortable
with it. The more you work with it, the
more sharp the image of the number
and clearer the colour will become.

Explore within and find that spiritual
guidance. Each person carries the
ability to tap into it, begin building
your skill and see how far you can go!
When you need an objective person,
seeking out the right tarot reader,
psychic or medium can be beneficial
but it is important to build your inner
voice so you know who will work for
you and when you need outside
support.

* * *

Dear Angels,

My sister is ill and maybe close to
death.  She has led a less than Godly
life, and she is not open to me praying
for her, but I still want to. How can I
help her?

Maribel K., Toronto

Dear Maribel,

Never underestimate the power of
prayer! Your sister may not want to
hear your prayers, but when she finds
out how much they helped her, and
they will help her, she will be very
grateful to you. Whenever it is that she
passes away, she will be guided to
review her life including everything
that she did for others and everything

they did for her.  If you don’t pray for
her, you may wish you had. It is best to
follow your heart, and you will want to
have done all you can for her without
offending her in any way. If you feel
strongly about praying for her, it may
be that it is part of your purpose to do
so. You don’t need to have someone’s
permission to pray for them. God
wants you to pray to Him, and that’s
what really matters. Therefore, pray
for her in a quiet space away from all
distractions and people, and tell her
only if you feel it is the right thing to
do.

You may want to pray for your sister’s
salvation and that she opens her heart
and mind to allow God and His angels
in. They will make a huge difference in
your sister’s life especially in the last
few weeks or months of her earth-
days. Guardian angels are the ones
who escort us up the light tunnel at
the end of our lives. Connecting with
them can bring a peace that surpasses
all understanding. Caring close friends
and family members have access to a
person’s angels; you can activate your
sister’s angels and speak to them as
you would your own. You can ask
them for anything that you think
would help her, such as, less pain and
fear and more calmness, more love,
and more co-operation. Because of
the law of free will, we must ask the
angels for help.

When you pray, you may ask God to
send healing angels to help heal your
sister and refresh her body back to
health. You may also ask for
ministering angels to help her change
her ways of thinking so she may have
a healthy body and a more joyful and
helpful life. You may want to send
warrior angels to protect her from the
enemy and from any negativity that
may surround her from the spiritual
and from the physical realms.

Please remember that you can only
offer your sister help. You can open
the door, but she is the one who has
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to walk through it. God has given us
free will, so it is important to honour
that.

Your angels by Jill Michelle

Please send your questions to
jillmichelle.ca@gmail.com. I look

forward to hearing from you.

* * *

HOW PAST LIFE & SPIRITUAL
JOURNEYS HELP HEAL AND

EMPOWER YOUR LIFE
by Allan Green

This is one of the greatest times to be
alive on Earth, along with that comes
change that is immense. This is the
first time in the history of the Universe
that a planet is ascending with the
people.

For example, 2016 was the last year
when we were to be the savour,
rescuer or the fixer for anyone. We can
help empower people, but we are not
to do the work for them anymore. As
of 2017, no one is the saviour, rescuer
or fixer for us!

Two thousand and eighteen is the year
for, “To thy own self be true” and
when we all are supported by the
universe and powers that be to move
fully into our Spiritual Mastery,
whatever that is for us. Many relation-
ships are ending that are not meant to
be.

When I work with people it is not a
reading, but a journey I can see what
you see and feel what you feel and you
never forget it for life. There is no
hypnotism, or putting you into a
meditative state. Therefore as a part
of every session we meet with your
Spirit Guides and talk with people
passed over and many people even
help send people or animals that are
trapped to the light. We can see if you

have wings. You could be an angel in
human form, a fairy in human form,
along with that people have found
that they are creator Gods, who came
on the planet in spirit to help her get
started and now have reincarnated to
help her in the process of final
ascension.

I have met 23 people who are dragons
in human form and this year 3 people
who are half dragon and half human…
I know I deal in weird, but for the
people I serve it is totally under-
standable and life-changing. Lots of
people have their own dragon in spirit
as a helper guide.

Twenty-three years ago a woman
came to me and said, “I’m not from
this planet, I don’t like living here and
I want to go home!” I said, “I don’t do
that kind of stuff”, and she said, “Well
I am suicidal and if you don’t help me
I may not be around!” (No pressure…)
So I found a way to get her off the
planet in spirit and she went at light
speed through the universe, landed on
her home planet, turned into an alien,
talking to another alien. (I was freaked
out!) She came back and said I now
see my mission and purpose and I am
not committing suicide, thank you and
she left…since that date 23 years ago I
have seen and experienced 586 alien
species and home planets with
people. Most of us are from some-
where else, I am a Pleiadian. My wife
Catherine is a Sirian. Earth is the great
testing ground for all to learn and
grow and be more love.

The advantages of doing past life
journeys are unlimited, if you have an
issue with someone, and you can clear
it up in a past life, it can be cleared
now. Just by awareness of the
situation or root cause can heal it now.
There are almost fifty people I have
worked with that have totally healed
migraine headaches that they have
had all whole their life, because it
comes from a head wound in a past
life. We energetically heal it during the

journey and it heals the migraine now.
Only you can heal you, I am just the
guide to help you, not even Christ
could heal people, unless they
believed they could be healed,
because of free will.

One lady had nine major allergies;
when she came out of the past life,
seven of them disappeared.

The sessions are controlled by your
guides; I am just the plug in to the wall
so to speak, and it is your guides that
bring the people to me. A saying I
invented is, I am hired by the guides
and paid by the people.

Many people wish to find out about
their mission and purpose, it could be
a spiritual mission as a seer, psychic, a
medium or channellers, a healer, or a
different type of career, or a mission
to get back with someone again to
work out karma or enjoy together in a
different culture, maybe this time with
kids. We have a soul group of up to 12
souls/people that re-incarnate often
into the same area to help us on an
intimate level, and a soul family of up
to 144 that are really close, and when
you are back together it is like you
have never parted.

The youngest I have worked with is six
years old during a past life journey. You
don’t say “Let’s go back into your past
lives;” they do not know what that
means at a young age, so I say “Let’s
go back to the time before you met
your mother” and they have perfect
success. Most children remember
their past lives up to the age of eight,
which seems to be the cut-off age for
viewing.

One 3 year old asked his dad if he
could help paint, whereupon the dad
said, “No son, you are too young to
paint.” The son replied, “But Dad, I was
a painter; they put me on a table, cut
me with a scalpel and I died…” Where
does a 3 year old get the word
scalpel?
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Finding why you have a fear or phobia
or aversion, like heights, water, or
snakes can alleviate those issues in
this life very quickly.  Walkins, Inner
child, Blocks, Akaschic Records…may
be shown.

I never have to rent any movies; I can
see and feel it all with you!

Allan’s lastest book,
Pastlife.allan, can be purchased from

him directly at allangreen.ca,
or on Amazon or Kobo.

* * *

BUILD YOUR MIND-MUSCLE
CONNECTION: MAXIMIZE YOUR

RESULTS IN THE GYM AND IN LIFE
by Amanda Gazzola

People new to training including
myself jump right in without giving
much thought on HOW to train. We
know our goal most of the time is to
lose weight but we don’t know how to
train to achieve it.

If you are new to working out you
should not be copying the programs of
individuals much more advanced than
you. This is a recipe for injury and you
might actually have worse results then
if you completed a proper beginner
training routine.

When you first start, start slowly and
try to work the entire body three
times a week. Use weights that are
easier to handle so that you can
master the correct form for the
exercise and really focus on feeling the
muscle.

The reason to start lighter and feel the
muscle is because development of this
mind-muscle connection is one of the
most valuable lessons of a training
program. When you learn how to
master this, the results of ANY exercise
program you try will be improved
dramatically!

So what exactly do I mean by ‘feeling’
the muscle? It is the feeling of
activating or squeezing the muscle. If
you do this while performing an
exercise that targets that muscle, you
will have a completely different feeling
in the muscle.

This can be quite difficult for
individuals new to working out but the
best way to think about it is tensing
the muscle as you perform the
repetition. Similar to how you tense
your stomach muscles in anticipation
of receiving contact you want to
contract your biceps as hard as
possible during curls or your legs as
hard as possible during presses.

There are certainly muscles that are
harder to squeeze then others,
particularly the shoulders and the
back muscles can be difficult. This is
when taking it slowly can really help.
For instance, when performing an
exercise such as shoulder raises, many
individuals will use momentum and
their entire arm to raise the weight.
Instead, use a light enough weight that
you can focus on feeling and squeezing
your shoulders while keeping just a
slight bend in your arm.

The mind muscle connection like I said
is a difficult concept to teach. But
through repetition, practice and
consistency through training, I
guarantee you that you will begin to
see and feel a difference from lifting
the weight without focus.

When you have mastered the form
and begin to feel and push the weight
at the same time then you are ready
to start adding more weight!

Here are 3 different ways to master
the mind-muscle connection:

Reset Between Reps

Don’t rush your sets. Focus is power,
good rep set up leads to good
performance. Most people rush their

sets because they are focused on
getting their set done rather than
really squeezing the muscle and
thinking about the concentric
movement.

Resetting between reps is a great way
to refocus.  You perform each
individual rep with mental focus. The
stronger the focus the stronger lift
performance—your mind stays
focused on the task and your body is
set up for a strong movement.

Focusing on breathing

Breathing is to live, as it allows the
human body to obtain the energy it
needs to support itself and its
activities.  Sad thing is most people do
not know how to breathe properly and
take short, shallow breaths. Which in
turn leaves us feeling disconnected,
stressed and have higher anxiety. If
you’ve practiced yoga, you may be
familiar with the idea that focusing on
breath can connect the mind and
body. Concentrating on breathing
clears distractions from the brain and
releases tension that may stop
muscles from working efficiently.

Even if yoga isn’t your thing, I highly
recommend taking a few yoga classes
to learn more about the connection
between mind, body, and breath.

Focus on visualization

Think of what it was like to ride a bike
when you were little. You had to
practice, practice, and then practice
more. Remember when you used to
visualize yourself riding a bike. The
mind muscle connection is no
different. You have to practice it.
When you are doing squats, lunges,
push ups, mountain climbers, burpees
as well as yoga, biking, running.
Putting an image in your head of what
you’re about to do is crucial.  Research
shows that visualization can even
strengthen muscles. For example, one
study demonstrated that people who
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visualized working out muscles in the
little finger were able to increase the
finger’s muscle strength. Before
workouts, imagine the exercises you’re
planning to do. For instance, picture
each motion your arm will make
during a perfect bicep curl.

Think of this way. You want to learn
how to become more present in life.
This is how you learn. Taking time out
and focusing on the breath, move-
ments and form -- helps you to
become more connected to yourself.
Practicing these exercises daily will
help you not only tackle your goals in
the gym and studio but will also help
through stressful situations.  Next time
you area at the gym or yoga session.
Focus on the mind muscle connection.
Continuously checking in with yourself
by resetting your surroundings, taking
a breath and visualizing your goal(s) is
the key to success, seeing improve-
ments in the gym and feeling
connected with family, work and most
importantly yourself.

* * *

THE FOURTH ANNUAL
CANAL PURSUIT
by Clay Williams

The fourth annual Canal Pursuit for
Mental Health is coming up soon, and
plans are coming along nicely.

As I do the usual work of organizing
the runners and maps, send out press
releases and reach out to politicians
and potential sponsors along the
route, I can’t help thinking about how
many hours I’ve put into this project
over the years, and how rewarding it
has been for me.

It started out as a personal challenge.
I would run a multi-day race along the
Erie and then Welland canals, a total
of about 750 km, and raise funds for a
mental health charity. It would be the
furthest I had ever run and I was
hoping it would be the biggest

fundraiser. But a very fortunate thing
happened; the Erie Canal race was
cancelled so I had to create my own
running route, and from that I took
ownership and control of the event.

I spent days plotting a course that
started at the lock in Port Severn, went
to every lock on the Trent Severn canal
that you would pass through if you
were travelling by boat, all the way to
Trenton, then across to Kingston and
along the Rideau Canal to Ottawa. The
total distance was approximately 785
km. I had to find safe roads to run on,
off of the major highways to keep me
safe and on the right side of the law,
and I had to find a few shortcuts to
keep the shortest possible distance
from one lock to the next. I found a
few online tools to help me create the
route, but also had to make a few road
trips to verify what the maps told me.
I discovered that the online maps were
not always correct.

I created a system for managing the
time, location, distance and pace
runner data, and keeping it organized
and flexible because I knew that as the
run progressed I was not going to be
able to maintain a steady pace. The
work of creating the route and
organizing the runners has given me
some experience that is going to be
valuable for a couple of upcoming
projects; a kayak trip along the same
two canals, and a 4,000 km run to
Mexico. More details will be released
in the coming months.

I had recruited a very dedicated
support crew, they had booked
vacation time to help me run this
distance, and were as dedicated to the
task as I was. I started looking for
sponsors to help me cover some of the
costs of doing the run, and found a
few companies that were willing to
help. I knew that the best way for me
to run the course as quickly as possible
was to have a motorhome, or RV meet
me at the end of each of my running
segments so I could get to sleep as

quickly as possible, avoiding a lengthy
drive to a hotel or billet’s house.

So I started looking for an RV donor in
the winter, contacted every RV dealer
and rental company I could find, but
none were willing to offer a discount
or free RV for the week of the run.

At a race expo in March I was intro-
duced to a young man named Wayne
Cho. He had run across Canada in
2009 and across the States in 2012 for
bipolar awareness, and he had pur-
chased a 25 foot motorhome that he
had used as his chase vehicle for both
runs. He said he would rent it to me
for half the price of the best deal I
could get from a rental company, and
that he would be selling it in the
summer. Eventually he was my only
choice if I wanted to have an RV so I
contacted him to rent it from him.

I was willing to pay $800.00 for the ten
days of the event, but he really wanted
to sell the RV and he knew I would be
using it for a charity run so he sold it
to me for under $4,000.00. I have to
admit that I thought I would never buy
a motorhome. But I have one now,
with Canal Pursuit logos all over it, and
I go through the annual work of
winterizing, and then preparing for the
annual run.

The plan for the first year’s run was to
have as much media coverage as
possible, so I had to learn as much as I
could about the charity that I chose to
work with, the Mood Disorders
Society of Canada, so that I could
promote the work that they are doing.

The more I learned about the mental
health of Canadians, and the mental
health care system, the more
compelled I was to do more than just
raise funds for a charity, but to get
involved, try to help in some more
significant way.

I’m not a therapist or councillor, so I
can’t directly help people, but I can
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talk with people. The Canal Pursuit has
given me the opportunity and the
motivation to talk with a lot of people.

I know this might sound like a weak
thread, but I think talking with a lot of
people can accomplish a couple of
things.

First of all, I believe that the more a
person hears about mental health, the
less uncomfortable they become
hearing about it and talking about it.
Kind of like the good version of being
desensitized to violence by playing
violent video games. Becoming less
uncomfortable talking about mental
health is a step toward ending the
associated stigma.

And second, I think that political
attention and ultimately finances
follow the topics that are most
important and most discussed by

people and media. By talking as much
as possible about our mental health
care system, maybe I can encourage
conversations not just across the
kitchen table but across the board
room table, the floor of the legislature
and parliament, and if I’m really lucky
I can talk with some of the legislators
who make the financial decisions
about our health care funding. I don’t
know how to bring about a better
mental health care system, but I can
talk to lots of people, and trust that
there are smarter people than me out
there who can do the right thing.

By creating and running the Canal
Pursuit for Mental Health for four
years, I’ve had the opportunity to
meet a lot of amazing people, hone a
few skills and develop some new ones,
and I have an RV!!

* * *

YOGA: HELPING TO MANAGE
STRESS FOR OVER 3,000 YEARS

by Susan Stewart

When I completed my Yoga Teacher
Training in 1992, I began to teach
almost immediately. My program
director knew of a vacancy at a studio
in my area and I was lucky enough to
have the opportunity to begin right
away. I loved it.

I felt such gratitude at being able to
teach and share something that I was
passionate about. I knew how much
my practice had helped me through
some of my life’s most difficult
challenges.

After four years we moved to a smaller
community where I was the rarity, the
oddball (but I did not know this, of
course).

One of my lasting memories was
formed as a result of the request that
I had made to rent our local facility.
My intention was to offer a yoga class
in response to the interest expressed
by a few of my new neighbours, who
were eager to explore the experience
of yoga.

I can still feel the echo of the shock to
my system when I called back a week
later to confirm the rental and was
informed that I would not be allowed
to use the space. When I asked why, it
was stated that the guardians of the
space had looked up yoga in the
dictionary and had found that it had its
roots in Hinduism, and that if I was
teaching those classes, I was obviously
an ‘evil cult leader’ and they could not
rent me the space for those activities.

I am not kidding. That was in 1996.
The thought occurred to me that we
had taken a wrong turn and had fallen
into a time warp of some kind. I had
never before experienced that degree
of true ignorance and judgment. It felt
threatening to me. I, in my naiveté,
attempted to explain that Sheridan
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College did not offer courses in cult
leadership, and on and on; I was
unsuccessful in my attempts to inform
their point of view.

I became extremely stressed by these
events, advising my husband that we
needed to list our new home for sale
immediately, as these people knew
where I lived (next door to the facility)
and I was certain they did not want me
residing in their neighbourhood.

He listened to my ranting, offered
support, and then suggested that I
embrace my yogic practice even more
deeply. He reminded me of how yoga
had helped me navigate through other
distressing life events, such as loss,
illness and death in our family.

Thankfully, I took his advice. It worked.
After six months, I came out of hiding
and set up yoga and meditation
classes in a nearby community, which
welcomed its benefits and me.

Eventually, I even offered classes in
our own small community and people
actually attended and enjoyed the
benefits of yoga! For me, the point of
all of this was that I realized that after
six months of engaging deeply in my
own personal practice, I had gained
access to my own inner strength and
courage, and was then compelled to
get out there and offer the gift of yoga
to whoever wanted it. If no one did,
that was fine too.  But I had to offer it
because I knew what the practice
could bring to a life.

I learned a lot about myself in those six
months and that is one of the things
that I love most about yoga. It works
on the physical body, of course, but it
also works on mind and spirit as well,
in the most subtle of ways, even when
you are not aware that you need to do
some work!  It brings out the best in
you. Stress does not.

Yes, I understand that we all need
some level of healthy stress in our lives

so that we continue to get up and
function, blah, blah, blah. No, I am
referring to the kind of soul-destroying
stress levels that can create dis-ease in
a body. Been there. Was doing that.
Almost got the t-shirt.

Stress can be the not-so-silent killer. It
can create havoc with blood pressure
and other body systems.  There have
been many recent studies docu-
menting the benefits of yoga and
meditation for all sorts of physical,
mental and emotional challenges. I
enjoy reading them because it is so
very exciting to see yoga and all of its
limbs (i.e. meditation, breath work,
postures, etc.) being embraced by the
mainstream once again, as it was
centuries ago, as a valuable tool that
will encourage and support wellness.

I am my own proof. You can be yours.
Yoga has saved my life a few times. It
can do the same for you… simply
practiced each day for a few moments
in time. Get a book or a DVD that a
friend may have suggested.  Take a
class with a teacher that you feel a
connection with.  Just get started.
Begin.

The invitation is to be mindful about
the moments of your life, your
movements, your breath, your
thoughts, your fears, and your joys.
Become your own witness, the
observer of your self. This moment, in
which you accept the invitation to
observe, gives you the blessed
opening to reflect and then to
respond, rather than react.  What a
difference that can make.  Just
imagine.

Let’s begin…

Sitting comfortably or lying on your
mat, allow your eyes to softly close…
simply noticing your breath…the going
in and the coming out…the going in
and the coming out.  Feeling it as it
moves in thru your nostrils, down into
your lungs, noticing the expansion, not
forcing it, just allowing it, and
observing all of the sensations. The
coolness as it enters - the warmth in
the exhale. When you become aware
that your mind has drifted, gently,
without judgment, bring your aware-
ness back home to your breath…
always coming home to your breath.
Continue in this manner for 5, 10 or 15
minutes, whatever seems right to you.

When it is complete, simply notice
how you are feeling in that moment.
Calmer, more centred, balanced, with
a sense of clarity? It may be any, all of
the above or none at all. We all
experience yoga and meditation in our
own unique ways. Whatever your way
is, it will include a slower heart rate
and a sense of peacefulness that was
not present before you began.
Congratulations! You have begun.

This is a link to a yoga website with a
wealth of worthwhile information…
enjoy.

http://yogauonline.com/yogatherapy/
yoga-for-stress-relief/yoga-for-stress-
relief-practice/228101409-study-yoga-
helps-preven
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EMOTIONAL ANIMAL SERIES
by Sandra Wilson

It is not about the books, it is about
the journey. Author Sandra Wilson is
working on a series of Emotional
Animal books to help children
understand emotions. For each book,
Sandra works with a classroom to gain
story ideas and get illustrations once
the story is written. She has visited
schools from Woodstock to Cobourg
with many stops in between. The
importance of the project is to have
the children participate in a discussion
about emotions and discuss ideas on
how they can and should respond in
various situations. Then, with their
ideas and drawings included in the
book they can see that what they have
to say is important and what they do
is amazing.

With each school visit Sandra
experiences the excitement of the
children having their ideas heard and
recorded. She is met with kindness
and hugs and is sometimes chased
down the hall to be presented with
paper hearts. (the book Kindness
Kangaroo says that kindness is giving a
paper heart).

The project has evolved as it grows
and sometimes the stories change to
suit the children or classroom
situation. One class had trouble with a
little one who kept leaving the room
and running off so Reckless Raccoon
became a story about safety and the
importance of staying where adults
can see you. Another classroom was
about to learn about one of their
classmates who had been diagnosed
with Tourette Syndrome. So, Timid

Turtle hid in his shell because he was
embarrassed about his tics. The class
all gave wonderful ideas on how to
help Timid and so, when they learn
about their classmate they will already
know how to respond and the little
boy won’t feel out of place because he
will be just like Timid.

Although the series of 26 books will be
quite an accomplishment Sandra is
gaining so much more throughout the
journey of the project. The children
she meets all have amazing ideas to
share and the stories they inspire have
already touched so many. The
proudness these children carry when
showing off their drawings in the
printed books is a reward for Sandra
like no other. Sharing the spotlight
with the students of these classes is
something she didn’t even have to
think about. Building confidence and
self-esteem in children as well as
recognizing their talents and
encouraging their creativity is a joy for
the author to experience.

Sandra hopes that, with the help of
sponsors for the books, she can get
the books into the hands of children
all over Ontario, through schools and
libraries, and encourage children to
draw, to write, to be creative. She
wants children to be able to relate to
the book characters, to see them-
selves in the situations and know it is
ok to feel that way but that maybe
there are different options on how to
react with these feelings.

By providing characters with abilities
of all types Sandra hopes to help
children see how similar everyone
really is. A child who struggles in
school (Determined Dog has dyslexia)
or struggles in their mind (Anxious
Alligator) has feelings just like anyone
else and can also make great friends.

It is a journey of love for the author, a
passion project that is creating a
legacy to be proud of and filling her
heart to capacity.

Titles in the series will include: Anxious
Alligator; Bravo Bear; Courageous
Caterpillar; Determined Dog; Empathy
Elephant; Frightened Flamingo;
Grateful Giraffe; Hopeful Hippo;
Impatient Iguana; Jealous Jaguar;
Kindness Kangaroo; Lovable Lion;
Manners Monkey; Nervous Newt;
Optimistic Octopus; Pleasant Penguin;
Question Quetzal; Reckless Raccoon;
Sensitive Sea Lion; Timid Turtle;
Unique Urial; Victorious Vole; Whiny
Walrus; eXcited Xerus; Yakkety Yak;
Zany Zebra.

* * *

SANCTUARY
by Marilyn Helmer

“We’re one of the lucky ones,” Doreen
announced as she came into the
kitchen. “TV’s saying last night’s storm
brought down power lines south of
town and flooded part of the golf
course. Thankfully it didn’t do much
damage around here.”

Rachel stood at the window, staring
into the yard.

“Did you hear me, Daughter? I said
we’re lucky. The storm pretty much
passed us over.”

Rachel turned to her mother. “The
storm took the oak tree.”

Doreen joined her at the window.
“Talk about lucky. That darned tree
was as old as the hills and as
misshaped as the crooked old man
who walked a crooked mile.” She
smiled. “Remember? That was your
favourite poem when you were a kid.”

When Rachel didn’t respond, Doreen
went on. “That tree was beyond our
property line on the vacant lot that
belongs to Ed Dade. He’s coming out
with his boys to cut it up and haul it
away.”
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“It breaks my heart to see it go,”
Rachel said.

Doreen sighed. “You spent way too
much time up in that tree. Even when
you were a teenager, there you’d be,
by yourself when you should’ve been
hanging out with your friends and
having fun. Like your brother did.”

“Except I didn’t have friends like Ben
did,” Rachel said.

“Now don’t you start in on that.”
Doreen frowned. “No reason why you
couldn’t have had friends if you’d tried
harder.”

Oh, but I did try. Rachel didn’t say the
words out loud. Memories, long
pushed aside, clouded her thoughts. It
started in grade one, the day she’d wet
her pants in school because she was
too shy to ask to be excused. The two
most popular girls in the class never
let her forget it. Then a growth spurt
over the summer earned her the
name Beanpole and recurring bouts of
asthma meant that she couldn’t take
part in their games. When the others
hung out at the park after school, she
came home to her tree. It became her
sanctuary. Even in the winter, bundled
up, it welcomed her to its lower
branches.

“You and Ben was different as night
and day, I’ll grant you that.” Doreen
smiled. “I never seen a boy so popular.
Soccer, football, baseball, there wasn’t
a sport he couldn’t play. And winning
that scholarship to university …” She
shook her head. “He made us some
proud, that boy did.”

Rachel remained silent.

“Now I don’t mean that you didn’t
make us proud too, Daughter.” Doreen
put a hand on Rachel’s shoulder.
“Come have some lunch.”

“I’m not hungry, Mom.”

“Now don’t be silly.” Doreen frowned
again. “For pity sakes, Daughter, you
don’t want to go mourning a tree.” She
turned to the stove. “Come now. I
made your favourite soup and those
Cheese muffins you like.”

As they took their places at the table,
the screech of a saw started up,
shattering the quiet. “That’ll be Ed and
his boys now,” Doreen said.

Rachel forced herself to swallow the
soup, spoonful after spoonful, while
the sound of the saw grated in her
ears.

After lunch, Doreen said she was going
to work in the garden.

“I’ll look after the kitchen,” Rachel
said. She cleared the table and washed
the dishes, never once looking out the
window. By the time she finished, the
noise had stopped.

Doreen came back in with a handful of
tomatoes. “They made short work of
it,” she said. “That old tree’s gone now
like it had never existed.” She put the
tomatoes on the counter. “I’m going to
get at the washing. Later we’ll go to
town, have a treat in that tea room
you like.”

Rachel nodded. She would have plenty
of time to do what she wanted to do.
She went to her room, opened her
desk and sorted through the stack of
file folders to the one labeled
“Poetry”. She leafed through it until
she found what she was looking for.

She picked up the laminated
newspaper clipping that showed a
picture of her in high school when her
poem won first prize in the province-
wide contest. Beneath it was an
envelope of photos her mother had
taken at the award ceremony. So many
photos. Her mother had been so
proud of her that day.

Rachel sorted through the folder until
she found a copy of the poem. She got
a frame from her dresser, removed the
photo in it and replaced it with the
poem.

I Am

In this tree, near my house,
on this old vacant lot,

In this place where I am
and my brother is not,

The biggest and bravest,
the strongest and boldest,

The shrewdest and smartest,
the wisest and oldest.

In my sanctuary, my tree,
my own special spot,

In this place where I am
and my brother is not.

Rachel went out to the back deck and
looked across the yard. The only
evidence that the oak tree had ever
been there was the sawdust left
behind.

She walked over to the empty space,
knelt and placed the frame on the spot
where the oak tree had once stood.

As she started to get up, something
caught her attention. Had her eyes not
been trained to seek out the growing
things that brought so much
happiness into life, she might have
missed the slender sprout that had
pushed its way through the dark earth.

Rachel reached out and touched the
tender leaves of the seedling that was
the child of her oak tree. She felt a
surge of pure, sweet joy for the new
life that would grow tall and strong,
that might one day, become someone
else’s sanctuary.
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Sharing my story about emotional abuse,
at the official launch of my Metamorphosis project!

Held at the Purple Door in Cambridge.

In the studio with Kim Davids Mandar
of CFRU 93.3 FM's Bookish Radio!

Hot off the press: the two latest books in the
Emotional Animal series,

by Sandra Wilson

Saplings Author Malcolm Bernstein’s presentation about
The Benjamin Project, held at the Guelph Humane Society.



WATER FROM THE TOP
by Lisa Browning

I bought this African violet for my
wellness room a few months ago. I
also bought a pot specifically made for
African violets ... which brought back
memories of my first job, many moons
(dare I say decades?!) ago .. when the
wife of a co-worker made these same
types of pots, and my (financial) ability
to purchase one was a source of huge
satisfaction for me.

And so .. my violet has been nurtured,
and talked to, and appreciated. But in
recent weeks I noticed the flowers
becoming dry, and the leaves
becoming yellow. I couldn't figure it
out, because I had attentively filled the
lower portion of the pot regularly.

When I was at one of the several
nurseries I frequent, I asked about it,
and was told that African violets need
to be watered from the top. The two-
part pot is to allow the water to drain.
Who knew?? I was always told never
to water African violets from the top.

Anyway ... there are two points to this
post (other than to share the photo of
my most valued African violet):

1. Never assume that you know
what's right for someone (or
something) else.

2. Always water from the top (ie we
need nourishment for our soul, so
it can trickle down to our roots)!
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NEXT MONTH ....
IN ONE THOUSAND TREES

Our focus for September is Making the
Most of Our Time.

You define what is important to you by
what you dedicate your time to.

~ unknown

Do you have an inspiring story you’d
like to share?

If you know of any community wellness
or charitable events taking place in
September, please complete and send
us the Event Listing form found on the
magazine page of our website.

Articles are always welcome for any of
our “regular” departments ...

Connections
Creativity and the Arts

Food and Nutrition
Giving Back

Health and Wellbeing
The Library

Deadline for submissions is
August 20.

As always, we look forward to hearing
from you with any feedback or article
ideas!

lisa@onethousandtrees.com



The Grand River flows
300 kilometres through
southwestern Ontario
from the highlands of

Dufferin County to Port
Maitland on Lake Erie.

The Grand River
Conservation Authority

manages water and
other natural resources

on behalf of 39
municipalities and
close to one million

residents.

One Thousand Trees’
target market is defined

by the borders of the
Grand River Watershed.

Department Editors
are responsible for

promoting practitioners,
events and volunteer
opportunities in the
cities of Brantford,

Cambridge, Guelph,
Kitchener, and Waterloo.

Visit the Grand River
Conservation Authority
at www.grandriver.ca.


